
Hello world..

if (old program) {

ModLogix.CreateNew()

} else {

Sleep(6 months)

Repeat()

}Your reliable 

partner
on your digital 
transformation journey
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ModLogix by Langate is a sub-brand of Langate Software 

development company. ModLogix specializes


on one service - legacy software transformation.

Beginning from 2014, we have helped businesses move 

legacy applications to secure, stable and scalable platforms, 

preserving and raising their business value.

Who We Are



To avoid loss of app availability, we renew libraries, frameworks, 

and visual parts within the current technology stack.  

Web Applications

Upgrade 

Starting with a precise estimation and plan, we relocate the core 

organization's operations to a more stable and favorable 

environment. 

Desktop to

Web App

We make adjustments to existing applications on various levels 

as well as help transition to the new architecture.   

Architecture

Improvements

We check systems for security, and performance issues, poor 

design, and determine the necessary improvements. We also 

revise code for readiness to compliance audits.

System Assessments

and Audits

Services We Provide



We move systems to the cloud and provide consulting to help 

clients benefit from cloud computing. Also, we adjust particular 

code pieces to reach full compatibility. 

Cloud Migration

We can re-engineer your solution using reverse engineering or 

restructuring methods. Lack of documentation or inconsistent 

code is not a problem for us.

Re-engineering

We implement APIs to connect together on-premise apps or 

promote the interaction with cloud services for better data 

exchange.

API integrations

Services We Provide



Our team is brave enough to take challenges and modernize the 

most complex systems gradually. Modernization is a challenge 

that we love to solve!

Enthusiastic team

We have honed our skills to satisfy every client with effective 

results. We know how to turn an ambitious idea into 

a working solution.

Providing a single 
service we are great at

We realize clients entrust us their solutions, so we guarantee  

the full safety of their data as well as collaboration based 

on a client-centric approach.

Strong work ethic

ModLogix is a full partner of the Microsoft Network, which gives 

us up-to-date tools to craft your solution.

Trusted Microsoft 
partner

Advantages You Get while Working with Us



App Frameworks: 


Classic ASP, WinForms, WebForms, WP, AngularJS

Development Languages:


C# 1.0-4.0


Earlier versions of 
modern technologies

Microsoft Azure, AWS, Google Cloud 

Cloud

App Frameworks: 


FoxPro, Visual Basic, Delphi, VisiCalc

Development Languages:


Basic, FORTRAN, Visual Basic, C, VBA, Pascal, 

FoxPro, Delphi

Data Sources:


DB2, Paradox, Firebird, Interbase, MS Access

Platforms:


MS-DOS, Windows NT, Windows 95, Windows 

98, Windows 3.1 

Legacy

Technologies we work with



Patient portals and scheduling


Electronic medical records (EMR)


Revenue cycle management software


Clinical trials


Medical billing


Healthcare CRM



Particularly, our teamwork with the following solutions:

With many various projects under our belt, we can say 

for sure that healthcare is our domain expertise. 

Healthcare Expertise



A scalable clinical trials database registry 

helps pharma companies and clinics 

prevent duplicate subjects and reduce 

protocol violations. 

Windows 
WebForms

Microsoft 
Azure 

Cloud Migration Project  
for Clinical Trials Management 

Our Projects



Result 

Provide a viable solution 
within 4 months 

Ensure business 
continuity

Report building part 
loads 200 times faster

Microsoft Azure, .NET Framework, 

C#, ASP.NET WebForms, MS SQL 

Server, T-SQL 

Technologies and Tools Used:  

During the migration process, our team provided 

consultation, development, and post-migration 

support. We configured Azure virtual machines, tested 

Azure Dev, and rewrote stored procs.  

ModLogix moved the system to the 
Microsoft Azure environment 

Project Overview 



We helped the premier provider of IT 

and financial services in the healthcare 

industry update their web-based 

platform.

Migration from 
AngularJS to Angular 11

Our Projects

AngularJS Angular 11



Optimized system and 
performance 

Reduced 
per-transaction cost by 
more than 200%

Long Term Support that 
ensures system’s stability   

Result 

Angular 11, Angular Material, NgRx, 

RxJS, Angular-Gridster2, Angularitics, 

Angular CLI, VS Code, TSLints

Technologies and Tools Used:  

We started the migration process from a thorough analysis 

and planning. We concentrated on architecture as the client 

wanted the highest level of customization. Also, our team 

maintained two versions of the system to support the 

production. 

Since our client faced AngularJS 
limitations

Project Overview 



Our client is a global enterprise providing 

insurance services in the healthcare 

sphere. Their solution connects medical 

facilities and insurance corporations across 

the USA.

Migrating .NET Framework 
to .NET Core

Our Projects



The main goal was to support the company's business 

growth and create a future-proof solution. The migration 

process took the following stages: upgrading to a target 

version, rewriting a business logic, committing models 

changes, ironing out all inconsistencies, and conducting 

analysis.

Our team worked on upgrading the legacy  
.NET Framework 4.7 backend to .NET Core 3.2

Project Overview 

.NET 
Framework 4.7

.NET 
Core 3.2

Technologies and Tools Used:  

.NET Core 3.2, Redis Cache, RabbitMQ, 

IdentityServer, Windows Services, 

MailKit, C#, etc.



Access to modern libraries 
to speed up the 
development and cut 
operating costs

Improved performance 
metrics by 125%

A lightweight solution that’s 
easy to maintain

Result 

Although the system was multi-module, we managed to 

accomplish the migration in 5 months. Besides, it became a 

solid ground to upgrade the front-end part further. Now, 

our team keeps working on expanding software 

functionality.

Project Overview 

Development Team:  

2 Full-Stack Developers, 2 Backend 

Developers, 1 Business Analyst, 2 Quality 

Engineers, 1 Technical Writer. 
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Our company is trusted by:




info@modlogix.com

Serpova st., Kharkiv, Ukraine 61000

Chornovola st., 127, Ivano-Frankivsk, 

Ukraine 76005

UKRAINE R&D

1460 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

info@modlogix.com

(646) 448-8242

USA 

Contacts

Visit Our Website Follow Us

https://modlogix.com/
https://www.facebook.com/modlogix/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/37803728
https://twitter.com/modlogix
https://modlogix.medium.com/

